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VERSION 1 - REVIEW 

REVIEWER Karen Donelan 
Massachusetts General Hospital  
Harvard Medical School  
USA 

REVIEW RETURNED 13-Jan-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS First, my apologies for the long delay in reviewing your paper, which 
arrived during a very busy holiday season that in my family was 
marked by some illness. I regret the time it took to write these 
comments.  
 
The challenge that I see here is that you engaged in a very intensive 
and thoughtful effort to cull thousands of articles down to a mere 11, 
and having done that work, perhaps wanted to make those 11 seem 
very useful or informative. In fact, despite these efforts, the studies 
are really quite different, and the data on cost effectiveness is really 
quite challenged because there is are so little data. Nevertheless, 
that may be important for the field to know.  
 
This issue of cost-effectiveness, at least in a US context, is very 
difficult. So much of that assessment hinges on data about the costs 
of care as rendered by professionals who are employed and 
compensated quite variably within the US. Many studies have relied 
upon the fact that NPs can deliver care of similar quality for a lower 
cost, but have not adjusted for things like evening and weekend 
coverage and liability costs that are not attributed to NPs in many 
instances. The additional challenge is that NPs are left to make a 
claim that they can provide the same care more cheaply--but if in 
fact the care is the same, should we not compensate NPs more 
comparably to MDs? and if we do that, do we lose any claim to cost-
effectiveness?  
 
The paper is well done, uses excellent methods, but is limited by the 
quality of research in this field. That becomes a limitation of the 
paper, and I think the paper would be improved by a discussion that 
is more expansive about the specific needs for better research and 
data so that this question may be addressed more fully.  
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REVIEWER Rachael Hunter 
UCL, UK 

REVIEW RETURNED 23-Feb-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS Although I think this is a great, much needed, review of costs and 
outcomes of nurse practitioners I felt the paper lacked some clarity 
and hence was a little confusing:  
 
1) The paper starts with a summary of the importance of primary 
health care. I was a little confused by this as the review focuses both 
on primary care and specialist/acute/secondary care granted in an 
outpatient setting. This may be a misunderstanding due to different 
definitions of primary care across health care systems, but I felt that 
more clarity as to the remit of the paper from the start would be 
beneficial.  
 
2) I wasn't clear as to why the papers were divided into the two 
categories they were (complimentary provider versus alternative 
provider). It might help the reader if the reason of this distinction is 
included early on. Given the way the results are reported in the 
conclusion would it not make more sense to divide up primary care 
and outpatient care?  
 
3) Although the focus of the paper is the cost-effectiveness of nurse 
practitioners, a lot of emphasis is given to clinical outcomes and less 
to health care costs and resource use. Given the title of the study I 
would have expected more focus on the later.  
 
4) The two studies included in the meta analysis of costs (line 37 
page 16) could be better referenced and the reason for choosing 
these studies and not other studies made clearer.  
 
5) Line 7 page 17 onwards is confusing. Did the study find cost 
savings? If so would this not be as a result of patient care not quality 
of life? Also it is not clear if the cost per point change represents a 
positive of negative change in quality of life? This section could be 
reworded to be clearer.  
 
6) A weakness of the studies that is never discussed is that they did 
not use a common outcome measure to facilitate the pooling of 
results, for example quality adjusted life years (QALYs). This is 
never discussed in the paper though.  
 
7) I am not sure I agree with the recommendations made on line 30 
page 24 that studies should increase sample sizes or change 
outcome measures to address problems with surrogate endpoints. 
This is something that is contraindicated in the health economics 
literature, rather focusing on the value of extra information and 
designing trials so that they are value for money, adding important 
information to gaps in the literature.  
 
Overall this is a well written paper that would benefit from some re 
writing to improve clarity and make the conclusions clearer.  

 

VERSION 1 – AUTHOR RESPONSE 

Reviewer 1: Dr. Karen Donelan  
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• The challenge that I see here is that you engaged in a very intensive and thoughtful effort to cull 

thousands of articles down to a mere 11, and having done that work, perhaps wanted to make those 

11 seem very useful or informative. In fact, despite these efforts, the studies are really quite different, 

and the data on cost effectiveness is really quite challenged because there is are so little data. 

Nevertheless, that may be important for the field to know.  

 

We recognize that the literature on cost-effectiveness is limited with respect to both quantity and 

quality of studies that measure costs or health resource utilisation. We have made this limitation more 

explicit in the discussion section and in the bulleted strengths and limitations section at the beginning 

of the paper (see below). By using the Quality of Health Economics Studies instrument to appraise 

the few studies that attempt to measure costs and/or health resource utilisation, we identify specific 

limitations across studies that can help guide future research.  

 

 

The quantity and quality of trials evaluating the cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners in primary 

and specialised ambulatory care limit definitive conclusions. (Bullet)  

 

Overall the literature on the cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners is limited with respect to quantity 

and quality. It is remarkable that only 11 trials have been conducted that evaluate health systems 

outcomes of nurse practitioner-provided primary and specialised ambulatory care and that of these 

only seven measured costs and only four assessed costs and outcomes jointly.[22,18,29,31] 

Appraisal using the Quality of Health Economic Studies instrument found two studies of high quality, 

one evaluating the alternative nurse practitioner role in specialised ambulatory care[29] and the other 

the complementary nurse practitioner role in specialised ambulatory care.[32] Two trials evaluating 

alternative nurse practitioner roles in ambulatory primary care were of fair quality[22,25] and the 

remaining seven were of poor quality. None of the trials, even those of high quality, used a common 

outcome, such as quality adjusted life years (QALYs), which would have allowed comparison of 

incremental cost-effectiveness ratios across interventions.  

 

 

• This issue of cost-effectiveness, at least in a US context, is very difficult. So much of that 

assessment hinges on data about the costs of care as rendered by professionals who are employed 

and compensated quite variably within the US. Many studies have relied upon the fact that NPs can 

deliver care of similar quality for a lower cost, but have not adjusted for things like evening and 

weekend coverage and liability costs that are not attributed to NPs in many instances. The additional 

challenge is that NPs are left to make a claim that they can provide the same care more cheaply--but 

if in fact the care is the same, should we not compensate NPs more comparably to MDs? And if we 

do that, do we lose any claim to cost-effectiveness?  

 

We agree. These issues are important considerations when interpreting cost savings associated with 

nurse practitioner care. We have added a paragraph in the discussion section to acknowledge the 

methodological and ethical challenges this presents and recommend that future studies should 

involve a health economist who can guide high quality economic analyses to address these 

complexities.  

 

Finally it must be recognised that determination of cost-effectiveness is fraught with methodological 

and ethical challenges. For example, the potential cost savings associated with nurse practitioner 

alternative primary and specialised ambulatory care provider roles appear to rely on the lower salary 

of nurse practitioners relative to physicians[23,41] and role autonomy.[42] This positions nurse 

practitioners as equally effective healthcare providers who bear the same responsibility and 

accountability as their physician colleagues but who are less well compensated. The question of pay 

equity, especially for a largely female profession, is undeniable. On the other hand, few studies that 
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measure cost-effectiveness consider the cost implications of the contextual differences in the role 

expectations of physicians and nurse practitioners or the professional expenses that each 

professional is expected to incur, for example, the overhead costs associated with a private business. 

The complexities are daunting. Yet as the grim consequences of chronic disease and social inequities 

continue to be revealed, the need for evidence of the cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners in 

alternative and complementary roles in ambulatory care has never been greater. Future studies 

should include a health economist who can guide high quality economic analyses that evaluate quality 

of life and long-term outcomes such as the prevention of morbidity and mortality.[43]  

 

 

• The paper is well done, uses excellent methods, but is limited by the quality of research in this field. 

That becomes a limitation of the paper, and I think the paper would be improved by a discussion that 

is more expansive about the specific needs for better research and data so that this question may be 

addressed more fully.  

 

We agree and have made this limitation more explicit in the discussion section and in the bulleted 

strengths and limitations section at the beginning of the paper. We have also added a column with 

Cochrane Risk of Bias and QHES ratings to Table 1 to enable readers to see the quality of the body 

of literature earlier in the paper.  

 

Reviewer 2: Dr. Rachael Hunter  

 

• The paper starts with a summary of the importance of primary health care. I was a little confused by 

this as the review focuses both on primary care and specialist/acute/secondary care granted in an 

outpatient setting. This may be a misunderstanding due to different definitions of primary care across 

health care systems, but I felt that more clarity as to the remit of the paper from the start would be 

beneficial.  

 

To improve the clarity of how we present this body of literature we have positioned it within 

ambulatory care which we define as a broad range of personal healthcare services that do not require 

an overnight hospital stay. The title has been changed to: Cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners in 

primary and specialised ambulatory care: systematic review and the introduction has been revised to 

include clear definitions. We further separate the studies into three groups: 1) alternative provider role 

in ambulatory primary care; 2) alternative provider role in ambulatory specialised care; and 3) 

complementary provider role in ambulatory specialised care (none of the studies evaluated the 

complementary provider role in primary care). The introduction now reads as follows:  

 

Ambulatory care encompasses a broad range of personal healthcare services that do not require an 

overnight hospital stay.[1] This is the defining feature of ambulatory care, not the setting or type of 

service, both of which are quite varied. Settings can be community or hospital-based. Services can 

include diagnosis, observation, monitoring, consultation, prevention, treatment, rehabilitation, and 

diagnostic, therapeutic or surgical procedures. This paper focuses on ambulatory primary care and 

ambulatory specialty care. We define the former as a full range of comprehensive services, including 

diagnosis and treatment of undifferentiated health problems longitudinally over time and the latter as 

focused services for a specific population with the same condition or need for specific services.  

 

• I wasn't clear as to why the papers were divided into the two categories they were (complementary 

provider versus alternative provider). It might help the reader if the reason for this distinction is 

included early on. Given the way the results are reported in the conclusion would it not make more 

sense to divide up primary care and outpatient care?  

 

We have added a paragraph (see below) to the introduction to describe the distinction between 
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alternative and complementary roles. The distinction is important when considering cost-effectiveness 

because the complementary role is by definition additive to usual care and therefore some additional 

costs are expected. With the alternative role, which is substitutive, this would not be the case.  

 

Nurse practitioners function in alternative or complementary roles.[8] In alternative roles nurse 

practitioners provide similar services to those for whom they are substituting, usually physicians, 

whereas in complementary roles nurse practitioners provide additional services that are intended to 

complement or extend existing services. Usually the health service aim of the former is to reduce cost 

or workload or to address workforce shortages, while for the latter it is to improve quality of care.  

 

For further clarity, we have also included in the text and tables the subheadings for each category: 

ambulatory primary care - alternative provider; ambulatory specialised care - alternative provider; and 

ambulatory specialised care - complementary provider.  

 

• Although the focus of the paper is the cost-effectiveness of nurse practitioners, a lot of emphasis is 

given to clinical outcomes and less to health care costs and resource use. Given the title of the study I 

would have expected more focus on the later.  

 

We have added the rationale for including patient and provider outcomes to the methods section (see 

paragraph below) and added more discussion regarding the health care costs and resource use 

outcomes, including an expanded discussion of the limitations of the quantity and quality of this body 

of literature.  

 

The primary outcomes of interest in this review of nurse practitioner cost-effectiveness were objective 

measures of health system utilisation. These included use of services (e.g., length of consultation, 

referrals, emergency department visits, hospitalisations), costs of healthcare (e.g., personnel costs, 

medications, family costs) and health resource use (e.g., diagnostic tests). Since health system 

utilisation must be considered in the context of patient and provider outcomes, additional primary 

outcomes of interest were patient health status (e.g., mortality), quality of life, and satisfaction, as well 

as provider outcomes such as quality of care and job satisfaction. Studies were excluded if they did 

not include a measure of health system utilisation.  

 

• The two studies included in the meta analysis of costs (line 37 page 16) could be better referenced 

and the reason for choosing these studies and not other studies made clearer.  

 

The two studies are referenced in the text on pages 16 and 17 and in Table 2. These two studies 

were the only ones included in the meta-analysis because they were the only alternative provider 

primary care studies that reported costs.  

 

• Line 7 page 17 onwards is confusing. Did the study find cost savings? If so would this not be as a 

result of patient care not quality of life? Also it is not clear if the cost per point change represents a 

positive of negative change in quality of life? This section could be reworded to be clearer.  

 

This section has been reworded as follows:  

 

With respect to health system outcomes (Table 2), the nurse practitioner group had lower mean 

annual family costs per child [mean difference: -€306 (95% CI -€569 to -€43); p=0.02] (LQE). 

Incremental cost-effectiveness ratios were calculated for two outcomes: quality of life and parent 

satisfaction. For the infant and child quality of life outcomes, the nurse practitioner resulted in cost 

savings but was associated with a small reduction in quality of life (incremental cost-effectiveness 

ratio was €925 savings per one point less improvement on the 30-point scale infant quality of life 

measure and €751 savings per one point less improvement on the 30-point scale child quality of life 
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measure). For parent satisfaction, the nurse practitioner resulted in cost savings and was associated 

with improvement in satisfaction (incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was €251savings per one point 

more satisfaction in the nurse practitioner group at 12 months).[30]  

 

• A weakness of the studies that is never discussed is that they did not use a common outcome 

measure to facilitate the pooling of results, for example quality adjusted life years (QALYs). This is 

never discussed in the paper though.  

 

This is an important point that we have added to the discussion section and in the bulleted strengths 

and limitations section at the beginning of the paper:  

 

None of the trials, even those of high quality, used a common outcome, such as quality adjusted life 

years (QALYs), which would have allowed comparison of incremental cost-effectiveness ratios across 

interventions.  

 

• I am not sure I agree with the recommendations made on line 30 page 24 that studies should 

increase sample sizes or change outcome measures to address problems with surrogate endpoints. 

This is something that is contraindicated in the health economics literature, rather focusing on the 

value of extra information and designing trials so that they are value for money, adding important 

information to gaps in the literature.  

 

The paragraph with these recommendations has been rewritten to reflect that these recommendations 

relate specifically to the GRADE criteria:  

 

While many of the trials in this review were judged to be of high or moderate quality using the 

Cochrane risk of bias, many of the GRADE assessments of individual outcomes yielded very low or 

low quality evidence, which may seem contradictory. Most of the downgrading in GRADE occurred 

because of indirectness when fewer than 10 nurse practitioners contributed to study findings or were 

novices (both of which reduce generalisability) or when weak surrogate outcomes were used, or 

because of imprecision stemming from small sample sizes. Neither indirectness nor imprecision are 

assessed in the Cochrane risk of bias. To address indirectness, future studies should evaluate larger 

numbers of experienced nurse practitioners and utilise surrogate endpoints that have a strong 

association with the clinical endpoint of interest.[40] Imprecision occurs when the scatter of data 

points is so large that there is no meaningful result. To address this, studies should include larger 

samples to reduce random variability and measure common outcomes that permit data pooling.  

.  

 

• Overall this is a well written paper that would benefit from some re writing to improve clarity and 

make the conclusions clearer. 

VERSION 2 – REVIEW 

REVIEWER Rachael Hunter 
UCL United Kingdom 

REVIEW RETURNED 27-Apr-2015 

 

GENERAL COMMENTS I would like to thank the authors for taking onboard the comments 
from reviewers as I agree this has significantly strengthened the 
article. I have no additional comments.  
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